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ABSTRACT
Ischemic stroke is a leading cause of disability and death worldwide
among adults. Despite advances in treatment, around one-third
of surviving patients still live with long-term disability. The individual prognosis after stroke is extremely dependent on treatment
decisions physicians take during the acute phase.
In the last five years several scores such as the ASTRAL, DRAGON
and THRIVE scores have been proposed as tools to help physicians
predict the patient functional outcome after three months of the initial stroke. These scores are rule based classifiers that use features
available when the patient is admitted to the emergency room, and
are selected or preselected by domain experts.
In this paper we apply machine learning techniques to the problem of predicting the functional outcome of ischemic stroke patients,
three months after they were admitted for emergency treatment.
We show that a pure machine learning approach achieves only a
marginally superior Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) (0.798) than
that of the best score (0.782) when using features only available at
admission. Furthermore, we show that by progressively adding features available at other points in time, we can significantly increase
the AUC to above 0.90, a value well above the scores.
We conclude that the results obtained validate the use of the
scores at the time of admission, but also point to the importance of
using more features when possible, which require more advanced
methods. We also conclude that machine learning techniques are
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instrumental tools that can be effectively used by physicians to
improve the outcome prediction of ischemic stroke.
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1

INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Ischemic stroke, which occurs due to an obstruction in blood vessels
that supply blood to the brain, is a leading cause of disability and
mortality worldwide among adults. Despite advances in treatment,
around one-third of patients who survive will live with long term
disability [19]. Patients or relatives frequently ask questions about
the individual prognosis after stroke and if the patient will be functionally independent in his or her daily life. The answer to this
question is not straightforward. Tools that could help determine,
with high accuracy, what the functional prognosis of the patient
will be after an ischemic stroke could be extremely useful.
Several efforts have been developed to create scores that can
predict the patient’s functional outcome defined as a discretized
version of the modified Rankin Scale (mRS) [16], among them, the
ASTRAL [15], DRAGON [18] and THRIVE [5] scores. These scores
use statistical analysis to determine the most relevant covariates
from a set of preselected features by domain experts. They are
meant to be easily calculated by humans using data readily available when the patient is admitted to the emergency service, for
this reason, the model’s weights are discretized and the number
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of covariates significantly reduced, which deteriorates their performance. From a machine learning perspective, these scores can
be viewed as rule-based classifiers created by domain experts. All
these scores have been externally validated and report an AUC in
the range of 0.70 to 0.80 [4, 6, 7].
More complex studies, which take advantage of the longitudinal
aspect of the data, and more powerful statistical tools also exist. For
example one study [17] proposes a Markov chain like model which
uses Bayesian inference to predict short-term stroke outcomes in a
multi-classification environment (non-discretized mRS). This differs
from our work in that our goal is to predict a long-term outcome and
therefore we discretize the mRS since we are not interested in small
variations between the classes considered in the aforementioned
study. Other studies focus on different stroke outcome measures
like the Barthel index [13]. In such a study [12] the authors take a
similar approach to the scores that are used to predict the mRS.
As far as we know, there is no report of a pure machine learning
approach to the problem of predicting the long-term functional
outcome, nor a comparison between such an approach and the
aforementioned scores [5, 15, 18]. In addition, it is also interesting
to analyze how the prediction can improve when information collected at different stages of the treatment is used, and not just the
information collected at admission time. Even though this prediction cannot be made at time of admission, like the scores, it can
still be used to inform the physician throughout the course of the
disease.
The goal of this paper is to use machine learning techniques
to predict the functional outcome of a patient three months after
the initial stroke, using information available at admission, and to
compare the results with the predictions given by the scores. Furthermore, we analyze how the prediction improves as we add more
features collected at different points in time after admission. We
aim to show how machine learning techniques can be successfully
applied to clinical data without losing interpretability of the models,
a characteristic which is valuable for medical professionals.

2

METHODS

Our original dataset was comprised of 541 patients with acute
stroke from the Safe Implementation of Treatments in Stroke (SITS)
- Thrombolysis registry [20]. The cohort of patients came from the
Hospital of Santa Maria, in Lisbon, Portugal, which is a tertiary
university hospital. Even though different hospitals have different
cohorts, all hospitals collect the same data for the SITS registry.
This registry had baseline data collected at admission, follow-up
data collected 2 hours, 24 hours, and 7 days after the initial stroke
event, data collected on discharge, and the mRS recorded three
months after the event. All of the patients on the registry were
treated using Recombinant Tissue Plasminogen Activator (rtPA).

2.1

Data description and preprocessing

Data cleaning was performed by deleting features that contained
only missing values and features which were meta-data (i.e. record
number). In addition, we transformed categorical variables into
dummy variables and converted variables that record times to time
differences between variables (i.e. time of initial event and time of
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arrival at the hospital becomes time between event and arrival). In
the end, the dataset had 147 features and 533 patients.
For data imputation, we used the median value for numerical
variables (e.g. age) and the mode for binary variables (i.e. gender).
All features were scaled to have zero mean and unit variance.
The features obtained could be divided into five sets, depending
on the time at which they were collected:
(1) Baseline: features collected at admission: the patient’s demographic information, past history and risk factors; the
time between stroke onset, arrival at the hospital and the
start of treatment; the NIH Stroke Scale (NIHSS) [3] (discriminated by field, not just the final result); exam results;
type of treatment;
(2) 2 hours after admission: discriminated NIHSS and exam
results;
(3) 24 hours after admission: discriminated NIHSS, exam results, data relating to lesions detected during Computerised
Tomography (CT) scan and/or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), the global outcome as reported by the physician;
(4) 7 days after admission: discriminated NIHSS, the global
outcome;
(5) Discharge: discriminated NIHSS, the global outcome; the
treatment the patient was discharged with; the results of
cause investigation.
The target variable was the mRS three months after the event.
To turn the problem into a binary classification problem, and to
compare our results directly with the existing scores [5, 15, 18], we
discretized the mRS into two classes according to:
• Good outcome: defined by mRS ≤ 2
• Poor outcome: defined by mRS > 2
This particular discretization is of medical relevance, since it separates the patients who will be able to live a rather normal unassisted
life, from the ones who will require significant assistance.

2.2

Experimental design

After preprocessing the data, we designed five experiments that
aimed to assess with what precision we could predict the patient’s
mRS three months after admission, given information available at
different points in time.
Table 1 presents the five experiments that where conducted as
well as the total number of patients, class split percentages, and
number of features used in each experiment.
Note that the total number of patients and class split percentage
varies from experiment to experiment because at each time step
we removed the patients who have died. We made this choice
because, for these patients, the mRS at three months would be
perfectly defined by this information alone and this would cause
us to overestimate the performance of the methods.
For experiment 1, where only baseline information is available,
we also calculated the ASTRAL, DRAGON and THRIVE scores to
make possible a direct comparison.

2.3

The classifier

For the classifier, we choose to use logistic regression with L1 regularization, because this classifier achieves a good compromise
between performance and interpretability. Since the features are
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Table 1: Experiments.
Experiment Number
1
2
3
4
5

Feature sets used
Baseline
Baseline, 2h
Baseline, 2h, 24h
Baseline, 2h, 24h, 7d
Baseline, 2h, 24h, 7d, discharge

scaled, it is possible to look at the absolute value and sign of the
weights and determine the relative importance of the associated
feature in the final outcome. It is important to note that L1 regularization performs automatic feature selection, by setting many
of the weights to zero, and therefore, unlike the scores, it does not
need expert knowledge to perform feature selection.
A brief mathematical description of the model is given below
[14]. The logistic function is:
1
F (X ) =
,
(1)
T
1 + e −β X
where:
1
 β0 
 
 
x 1 
 β1 
 
 
x 2 
 
X =  ,
β =  β2 
(2)
.
 . 
 .. 
 .. 
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β 
 n
 n
In a binary classification problem, where y and 1 − y are the
true class probabilities, and ŷ and 1 − ŷ are the estimated class
probabilities given by ŷ = F (X ), the cross entropy between the true
and estimated probabilities is given by:

# samples

Good outcome

Poor Outcome

# features

533
533
532
523
507

51.3% (273)
51.3% (273)
51.4% (274)
52.5% (275)
54.6% (277)

48.7% (260)
48.7% (260)
48.6% (258)
47.5% (248)
45.3% (230)

48
65
99
115
147

Table 2: AUC for scores and Exp 1.

Exp.1

Logistic

ASTRAL

DRAGON

THRIVE

0.798

0.782

0.764

0.750

(4)

To train and validate the model we used leave-one-out cross
validation: we take a sample out of the dataset, train the model
using all other samples and then validate the model on the sample
that was excluded. The process is repeated for every sample and
the predictions of each model are then aggregated to calculate the
AUC of the method. Note that these metrics do not represent the
performance of a single classifier but instead they approximate the
performance of a classifier trained on all the available data and
validated on unseen data.
To determine the best value for the reverse cost regularization
constant C we performed a grid search over a set of reasonable
values for C and chose the model which resulted in the highest
AUC for the validation set.
For the sake of comparison, in the results section, we also present
results for a decision tree and a Support Vector Machine (SVM),
applied to the same dataset and using the same methodology (leave
one out cross validation and a model search). For the SVM we
searched over the cost parameter and the linear and radial kernels.
For the decision tree we searched over the maximum number of
features considered per split, the minimum number of samples per
leaf, the maximum depth of the tree and the minimum number of
samples per split.

1
1
(5)
H (y i , ŷ i ) + kβ k 1 ,
m i=1
C
where the L1 norm of the weights is multiplied by a reverse cost
regularization constant C, a tunable hyper-parameter that controls
how much weight the regularization term has on the overall cost
function. The L1 norm of a vector is simply the sum of the absolute
values of all its elements.
Since the J (β) is a function of β, by minimizing the cost function
we obtain the optimal set of weights which minimize the cross
entropy between y and its estimates while keeping the size and the
number of non-zero weights as small as possible.
To measure the performance of the model we used the AUC [1]
since the accuracy is not a good measure of performance when the
classes are imbalanced and the AUC is more informative [2]. We
also evaluated the precision-recall trade-off curves.

Table 2 and Figure 1 present the AUC and Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves for the ASTRAL, DRAGON and THRIVE
scores, as well as the logistic regression when applied to the baseline
data (Exp. 1).
From Table 2 and Figure 1 we can see that, even though the
logistic has the highest AUC 0.798, the ASTRAL score is very close
with an AUC of 0.782.
Table 3 presents the AUC for the five experiments and three different classifiers. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the ROC and precisionrecall curves for the same experiments, but only for logistic regression.
From Table 3 we can see that the SVM performs better for the
first two experiments but the logistic regression gains the lead
after experiment 2. As expected, decision trees performed poorly,
despite their interpretability, and SVMs performed well but have
low interpretability.

H (y, ŷ) = y log(ŷ) + (1 − y) log(1 − ŷ).

(3)

The cross entropy can be seen as a measure of the error between
y and its estimate. The cost function of a logistic regression is then:
J (β) = −

m
1 Õ
H (y i , ŷ i ).
m i=1

Adding the L1 regularization term:
J (β) = −

m
Õ

3

RESULTS
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Figure 1: ROC curves for scores and Exp 1.

Figure 3: Precision-recall curves for logistic regression.
Table 4: Feature importance (Exp. 4)

Table 3: AUC for different classifiers and experiments.

Exp. 1
Exp. 2
Exp. 3
Exp. 4
Exp. 5

Logistic

SVM

Tree

0.798
0.834
0.899
0.925
0.922

0.806
0.843
0.885
0.916
0.912

0.687
0.725
0.846
0.862
0.831

rank
1
2
3
4
5
..
.
20

Exp. 3
nih5A_7d (0.92)
nih5B_24h (0.54)
nih2_7d (0.34)
globalOutcome_7d (-0.30)
Age (0.26)
..
.
nih11_24h (0.04)

From Figure 3 we see that the precision-recall curves follow
the same performance order as their ROC counterparts. For experiments 4 and 5 the area under the curve is above 0.90 and the
precision only starts to drop significantly when the recall is already
very high (~0.80).
Since all the features are scaled to zero mean and unit variance we
can look at the weights of a model to assess the relative importance
of a feature in the final prediction. The top five weights sorted by
absolute value for the model with the best result (Exp. 4) are shown
in Table 4.
From Table 4 we can see that the NIHSS fields 5A and 5B which
relate to left and right arm motor strength have a large importance
in the prediction. A detailed discussion of this result is presented
in Section 4.

4
Figure 2: ROC curves for logistic regression.

From Figure 2 it is possible to see that, up to experiment 4, the
more data we add the greater the AUC. There are two big jumps in
performance: when we add the 2 hours feature set and then again
when we add the 24 hours feature set. We note that for experiments
4 and 5 the AUC is above 0.90.

DISCUSSION

The results of Table 2 and Figure 1 validate the use of scores when
only data collected at admission is available. However, by comparing the results of the scores with the results of experiments 2-5 it
becomes clear that the use of these scores is not the best option
when more data is available. When more information is available,
logistic regression is able to achieve an area under the curve over
0.90 for both the ROC and the precision-recall curves, which is a
good result given the significant uncertainties inherent to the problem. This information can be effectively used by the physician to
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make medical decisions, regarding prognosis, and to better inform
the patient and the family about the predictable functional outcome.
In addition, we believe that by adding more data to the classifier,
we could improve its performance relative to the scores even when
only admission data is available.
By looking at Table 4, we see that the features with the highest weight associated with the outcome were motor arm strength
(nih5A and nih5B). There is biological plausibility for the selection of these variables, since arm strength is essential to the performance of most daily activities that are evaluated by the mRS.
Neglect (nih11) is related to a higher cortical function, and is mainly
due to injuries to the right cerebral hemisphere. It may behave as a
confounding variable, a factor that explains the preponderance that
was found for the left arm (nhi5A). Neglect refers to a tendency to
exhibit decreased surveillance of the left side of personal and extra
personal space. In neglect, stimuli from specific modalities (motor,
visual, auditory or sensation) are not properly processed . Evaluation of neglect is more technically demanding that the evaluation
of other neurological deficits [9]. It is possible that some evaluators
underreported the presence of this neurological deficit, which is
frequently associated to left paresis, explaining why neglect does
not stand as an independent predictor of the outcome by itself in
this study (rank 20). Neglect has been previously associated, in
observational studies, to depressed activities of daily living and
impaired functional outcome and worse outcome rehabilitation
[10, 11]. Age at the time of development of a cerebral lesion has
also been previously described as an important determinant of outcome. Younger patients tend to recover more easily and completely
than older patients [8].

5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We conclude that machine learning techniques can be used to predict the functional outcome of ischemic stroke three months after
the event, with an AUC ranging from 0.798 to 0.925, depending on
the point in time at which the prediction is made. Furthermore,
we have validated the use of scores when only data at admission
is available and have shown that logistic regression with L1 regularization is an interpretable model from which experts can derive
new knowledge.
In the future we wish to improve our prediction by using more
and richer records, both by using more cohorts from the SITS
database and by using our own database which we are currently developing with more complex data. Moreover, we aim to incorporate
the use of image and genetic information and to take advantage of
the longitudinal aspect of the data.
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